About Teach Unlimited Foundation

Message from the Chairperson

Teach Unlimited Foundation (TUF) is a non-profit organization founded in April 2011 by a group of local parents concerned about the
quality of education for financially and socially disadvantaged students in Hong Kong. TUF aims to provide customized support to these
students by means of mentorship and additional learning support systems in schools, delivered through selected high-caliber university
graduates trained and coached by TUF.

Our Vision

Our Mission

Every youth has a dream and can learn to realize it.

●

To support the education and personal development of
financially and socially disadvantaged students through
enhancing self-esteem, learning attitude and motivation.

●

To develop high caliber, socially conscious and
passionate university graduates as role models and
future leaders to advance the cause of quality education
for all.

Our Values
●
●
●
●
●
●

Righteousness
Respect
Compassion
Modesty
Perseverance
Uniqueness

●

To model an effective way on mentorship and promote
its integration into youth education in Hong Kong.

This annual report covers the work of Teach Unlimited Foundation from August 2017 to July 2018.
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TUF Board & Organization Outlook
The Board of Directors continued to meet monthly to
monitor and guide the work of TUF.

Roger Ng,
PhD, FHKITA, HMCTES, CText, FTI BSc (Caltech), MA (CUHK), MA (CUHK),
PhD (PolyU)

「何謂天？何謂人？」北海若曰：「牛馬四足，是謂天；
落馬首，穿牛鼻，是謂人」－莊子
“What is natural? What is artificial?” The North Sea
answers, “A cow having four limbs is natural; horse
shoes and nose ring of a cow are artificial”
- Zhuangzi
2017-18 was a year of excitement in Teach Unlimited
Foundation, with many sincere and meaningful
accomplishments. These could not have been achieved
without our staff, partners and supporters showing the
level of commitment that is truly inspiring. We have also
been incredibly fortunate to have a variety of donors whose
funding support and trust on TUF continue to make a real
difference every day in the lives of many young people.
As you read and share in the journeys of our work in this
Report, may it show the signs of hope in what we have
and can accomplish together for the financially and socially
disadvantaged youths through education.

Scale-up

Demand for our services continues to grow and the
momentum is going ever stronger. Thanks to the support
of The Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust, we are able
to have our first major scale-up since inception to serving
6 Partner Schools concurrently, reaching around 4,000
students this year.
Specifically, in the Jockey Club Teach Unlimited “Walk with
Youth” Mentorship Programme, The Hong Kong Jockey
Club Charities Trust has started funding five schools over
three academic years (2017-2020) to not only continue our
existing work, but also enable TUF to pilot new programs,
including new mentorship and education models such
as, e-Mentoring and positive education at TUF Partner
Schools. The funding will also enable TUF to develop
better metrics on evaluating our program effectiveness and
further enhance our sustainability at the schools, building
on our past track records on both. The total number of
beneficiaries could be as high as 6,000 and the impact
on these students’ learning attitude, motivation and selfesteem, will be a lifetime. The strength of our execution
and strategic partnerships with stakeholders has already
created a successful start, and we are confident to deliver
the programme effectively and with significant impact.

A d d i t i o n a l l y, w e h e l d a R e t r e a t t o k i c k s t a r t a
comprehensive review of the organisation with the goal
of evaluating its strategic priorities and capacity. We
had gauged feedback and input from various internal
and external stakeholders, and with a critical analysis of
needs and priorities to form the basis of a very productive
discussion and reflection. Building on the progress and
achievements over the past seven years, the Board is now
firmly focused on the future strategy for the organisation,
and in continual consultation with stakeholders and expert
advisors to bring the future plan to fruition.
Noteworthily, we were much honored to welcome Dr.
Catherine K. K. Chan as Board Director. Catherine
brought into the Board her valuable expertise and
experience in education and government policy to enrich
the governance, network and strategic thinking in TUF.
We thank Catherine for generously volunteering her
expertise and time in our governance.

Funding and Outreach

This year, we are much encouraged to have received
new corporate and foundation donors. In addition to The
Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust, we welcome
Fidelity International Foundation, Telstra Foundation and
UBS, to name a few. We are extremely grateful for their
support to bring us fresh incentives and funding, and CSR
partnerships in some cases too.
We would like to take this opportunity to reiterate our
deep gratitude to Fu Tak Iam Foundation Limited for their
amazing support since our start-up in 2011. For certain
their funding support had helped made our work possible;
but even more importantly, their trust in our vision and
confidence in our ability to deliver that commitment had
motivated us not only meet the challenges, but thrived. A
BIG Thank-you!

Partner School Community

This Community is foundational to sustaining TUF
approach in schools. It is now 13-Partner School strong
and will continue to grow and flourish.
Using TUF as the platform, leadership teams in our
Partner Schools have met regularly to build, enhance
and sustain collaboration. TUF is very fortunate to have
this strategic partnership to support our development of
innovative practices, as well as implementation of joint
initiatives promoting cooperation, peer learning and
exchanges of experience and good practices. You will
read in the following report its latest development, and
how it is in essence co-creating TUF every day.
Special mention to Mr. Chan Chin Lee, the Principal of
HKSYC&IA Chan Nam Chong Memorial College, as the
Convener of this Community. He has brought to the role
his expert education background along with a passion
for supporting under-resourced students and developing
Annual Report 2017-18
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Partner School Community
concerted efforts amongst educators. Thank you Principal
Chan for accepting this role which you have performed so
admirably!

TUF Alumni Committee

Our TUF Alumni Committee is an integral part of who we
are and what we do; we are conscious to develop them
as the next generation of TUF leadership to co-create and
continually refresh TUF.
In addition to their own regular meetings, representatives
of the Alumni team were also invited to attend the Board
meetings. They also participated actively in TUF events
and activities, be they social or training & development, to
offer their practical help and good cheers. On its initiative,
the Alumni team continued to launch its Buddy Program,
through their own first-hand and unique experience
to support our fresh graduates in their first year as
Program Mentors. Alongside, the program has built and
strengthened bonding between serving PMs and alumni
not only for the solidarity of the TUF Alumni Committee, but
also the strategic development of TUF.
Admittedly, the current TUF methods evolved naturally
from the daily interaction between our Program Mentors
and their mentees with rather loose reference on the
educational theories. We see the need for us to take
the reverse-engineering approach to explore a formal
explanation on why TUF’s method works. In this respect,
two of our alumni - Brad Chan and Addi Chung – who
continued their post-graduate education at PhD and MEd
level respectively have been working on the theoretical
foundation of the TUF program. This understanding would
enable TUF to continuously improve our program, and
on the systematic training & development support for our
Program Mentors to deliver TUF approach effectively.
Based on his research supported by TUF, Addi had also
developed a set of learning materials now shared by
Partner Schools to sustain and enrich TUF program.
We are delighted that Addi will also present his study at
an education conference in Japan this October 2018.
Naturally we are proud of our alumni, as well very grateful
for the time, energy and commitment they give so willingly
to support TUF. This support is integral to the on-going
strength of TUF as a constantly growing, learning and
sustainable organisation.

Enhancement of the TUF program

In addition to the afore-mentioned contribution by our
Alumni Brad Chan and Addi Chung to enhance TUF
program, this year we achieved another significant
breakthrough with the 2+3 program sustainability
model introduced in all 4 new Partner Schools and the
forthcoming ones. In essence, every TUF Partner School
undertakes to continue TUF’s efforts and mentoring
approach at its school for at least 3 years after our 2-years
full-time in-school project, with the aims to sustain and
create further changes in students’ learning attitude,
learning motivation and self-esteem, i.e. the distinct
focuses of TUF program.
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Actionable plans and management systems are in place to
support Partner Schools to enhance and succeed in TUF
program sustainability. For example, Partner Schools
have been sending their teaching staff to attend TUF
training sessions regularly. As they are more involved
in experience sharing with our Program Mentors, we are
able to learn and inspire each other TUF’s mentoring
approach on students, and enhance its integration into
school classes and learning activities. Additionally,
management systems such as sharing the use of TUF
Online Tracking System, regular reviews with schools to
check on progress and milestones are also instrumental
to support this execution. Their continual involvement
through the Partner School Community and the jointschool activities organised by TUF (such as Dream
Pursuing Day) ensures that our Partner Schools will find
in TUF a useful, welcoming and meaningful platform
to help them sustain TUF approach, and to building
capacities and resources to support their students.

Executive Director

End of this reporting year, Alice Chow relinquished her
role as Executive Director of TUF for family reason.
Alice joined us in 2015 and, under her leadership, had
delivered strong results for the growth of TUF and put
us in excellent shape. Her dedication and professional
execution skills had built solid financial and operational
metrics inside our management process, and she also
further developed very successful partnerships with
multitude of internal and external stakeholders. We are
extremely grateful for her contribution and indeed very
proud of her accomplishments. Alice now continues to
support TUF in the capacity as Honorary Advisor, allowing
us to continually benefit from her competence, important
skills and perspectives.
In closing, on behalf of the entire TUF team, I wish to once
again thank our supporters – Partner Schools, advisors,
volunteers, donors and corporate partners. You have all
helped to make our work possible and meaningful. TUF is
committed to quality education, and its critical importance to
socially disadvantaged students to leverage it as an equalizer
to improve their life prospects, your support is invaluable in
helping us reach these goals.

Sincerely,

Partner School Community is an independent
committee of educators and members of the TUF
governing board, with a shared vision of supporting
and enhancing the prospects of socially disadvantaged
students through education. Since its establishment
in May 2015, the Community is now composed of 13
Partner Schools and has discussed various issues
and ideas, including mentorship and teaching activities
at schools, in order to support Partner Schools’
sustainability of TUF programs.
The Community’s meeting convenor for the year is
Principal Chan Chin Lee of the HKSYC&IA Chan Nam
Chong Memorial College. He has kindly agreed to
extend his service as a convenor for another half year
to facilitate transition to his successor. The Community
continues to meet twice a year. Prior to the last
meeting in March 2018, Principal Chan organized the
first Community’s class observation at Caritas Fanling
Chan Chun Ha Secondary School using TUF Dynamic
Learning Materials. Teachers from various Partner
Schools participated and exchanged views after the
lesson. This helped provide TUF with feedback about
the application of the materials so teachers (not just
Program Mentors) know how to best customize TUF
lesson plans for their students in large and small group
settings. TUF Dynamic Learning Materials are now
made available to all Partner Schools.

Convenor
Mr. Chan Chin Lee, Principal, the HKSYC&IA Chan Nam
Chong Memorial College

Honorary Members
Mr. Dominic Cheng
Ms. Carol Kwong

Member Schools
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Caritas Fanling Chan Chun Ha Secondary School
Caritas Yuen Long Chan Chun Ha Secondary School
Maryknoll Secondary School
HKSKH Bishop Hall Secondary School
The HKSYC&IA Chan Nam Chong Memorial College
HKTA The Yuen Yuen Institute No.1 Secondary School
PAOC Ka Chi Secondary School
St. Francis of Assisi’s College
Tack Ching Girls’ Secondary School
Tsang Pik Shan Secondary School
TWGHs Kwok Yat Wai College
TWGHs Yow Kam Yuen College

13. TWGHs Yau Tze Tin Memorial College

TUF Representatives
Roger Ng, PhD, FHKITA, HMCTES, CText, FTI BSc (Caltech), MA (CUHK),
Chairperson

MA (CUHK), PhD (PolyU),

Mrs. Maria Lee Cheng, Vice-Chairperson
Ms. Alice Chow, Executive Director

Roger Ng,

PhD, FHKITA, HMCTES, CText, FTI BSc (Caltech), MA (CUHK), MA (CUHK),
PhD (PolyU)

Chairperson of the Board
2017-2018
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Alumni Committee
Jockey Club Teach Unlimited
"Walk with youth"
mentorship Programme

The Alumni Committee is dedicated to fostering the
development of mentoring in Hong Kong together
with TUF. The Committee is made up of 16 sociallyconscious young leaders who have completed the twoyear Leadership Development Program. Its members
represent changemakers in different fields – education,
start-ups, social enterprises and many more.
Through their frontline work with young people facing
challenging circumstances, the alumni have developed
concrete skills, commitment and mindset of a social
leader.

Working Hand in Hand with TUF to Foster Mentoring
Since its establishment in 2013, the Committee has
shared valuable perspectives and different exposures
with the Board and the team. Alumni have also
volunteered in various activities TUF organizes (e.g.
Gala Dinner, Dream Pursuing Day). Through active
participation and thoughtful sharing, the alumni have
continuously reached out to young people with diverse
backgrounds, as well as promoting the indispensability
of mentoring to wider communities.
Transferring successful experience
The success of the TUF approach is a result of many
innovative attempts and effective adaptation in multiple
Partner Schools over the years. Alumni endeavour to
consolidate the success factors and transfer vital skill
sets to Program Mentors through periodic training and
sharing. Like TUF, the committee values the uniqueness
of people. The Buddy Scheme has been launched
by designating an alumnus to support each Year-1
Program Mentor individually, helping them to unleash
their potential and to become competent leaders.

Jockey Club Teach Unlimited “Walk with Youth”
Mentorship Programme (the “Programme”) is a schoolbased mentorship programme in five schools over
three years starting August 2017. The Programme
not only supports the continuation and enhancement
of our established and proven model at schools but
also allows us to research and pilot new programmes,
including new mentorship and education models such
as e-Mentoring at Partner Schools.
This Programme is our first project supported by The
Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust. It is expected
that the Programme will benefit over 6,000 students with
positive impact on their learning attitude, motivation,
and self-esteem. For academic year 2017-18, the three
Partner Schools under the Programme are:
1. Tack Ching Girls’ Secondary School
2. TWGHs Kwok Yat Wai College
3. TWGHs Yau Tze Tin Memorial College
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Funded by:

To commemorate our collaboration, a special launch
ceremony was held on 8 May 2018, officiated by
Ms. Freda Tong (Charities Manager, The Hong Kong
Jockey Club), the event’s keynote speaker Professor
Cheng Yin Cheong (TUF’s Honorary Advisor, EdD,
Harvard, Advisor (Academic Development), former
Vice-President and Chair Professor, The Education
University of Hong Kong), plus representatives from
the three Partner Schools and Directors of the Board of
TUF.
The three sponsored Partner Schools’ Program
Mentors and mentees also performed during the event.
Their showcases highlighted the trusting relationship
between mentors and mentees, as well as the impact
of TUF’s work on our beneficiaries, the students, to
inspire them to aspire to a better future.
Annual Report 2017-18
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Program Snapshot

Program Snapshot

2017-2018

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

For the 2017-2018 academic year

Our Program Mentors return to TUF every Friday to
attend custom training sessions according to their
stage of learning, development and progress in the
leadership program. An important aspect of our
training strategy is that our mentors consolidate what
they learned from work to ensure that emerging needs
are being addressed through skills training, coaching
and supervision in collaboration with professional
trainers and coaches.

MENTOR STUDENTS
6 Partner Schools
~ 4000 students covered
~ 800 students served
120 individual mentees

DEVELOP LEADERS
11 Program Mentors
150+ leadership
development and other
training sessions
350+ training hours

INSPIRE COMMUNITIES

Teach Unlimited Foundation’s signature program is
the Leadership Development Program for Program
Mentors, which models how the proactive and
generative process of mentoring can be used as the
core intervention in youth education for the Hong
Kong community. At TUF, we believe that building and
nurturing developmental relationships for young people
allow them to reach their full potentials, as well as
helps build sustainable and long term personal growth.

Supported by a strong coaching culture in TUF;
Program Mentors are well groomed by field coaching
on school-base competencies; regular managerial
coaching on performance targets with on-going
performance appraisals; and timely personal coaching
on personal growth and aspiration.
At the end of two intense, challenging and rewarding
years, Program Mentors are equipped with competencies
which are universal and transferable so that they can
choose to take on leadership positions in education or
any subsequent profession.

It starts with an intensive pre-placement training
program. Program Mentors begin their journey with
Orientation Camp in late July in order to learn more
about TUF. This is followed by Induction Training
throughout the entire month of August where they
are taught skills to aid the learning and development
of students, before they start working full-time in
designated schools in September.
A structured training and development strategy is
one of the key pillars of program success which is
comprised of the following:
• Progressive leadership development and training
through five leadership practices
• Year-round professional training in mentorship and
school-based skills
• Personal and managerial coaching; and field
coaching by experienced professionals

10 corporate social
responsibility partners
200+ corporate and
individual volunteers
3400+ service hours
007
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SCHOOL REPORTS
Second Year School Project

Program Mentors: Ida Yip, Tim Yip

HKSKH Bishop Hall Secondary School

“I was given more chance to try and answer questions in a
small group setting. I feel more confident to speak in English.
I would like to work harder on improving my English and I
want to study in university in the future.”

香港聖公會何明華會督中學

“Some students were shy at first but then they become more
confident after they participated in the English Ambassador
Program. It’s a really good and innovative program to help
enhancing students’ confidence and school’s development.”
- English teacher,

- S3 student,

HKSKH Bishop Hall Secondary School

HKSKH Bishop Hall Secondary School

Percentage of Students Served Who Showed
Positive Change
Self-Esteem
Learning
Attitude
Motivation

65%
95%
59%
80%
62%
85%

Students served (%)

English Small Group Support

Mentees served (%)

Dream Pursuing Day 2018

Project Overview

Project Outcomes

During 2017-2018, TUF program was continued to
implemented under a three-tier intervention model,
which included Individual Mentoring, English Small
Group Support and School-based Program at HKSKH
Bishop Hall Secondary School.

Impacts on Students

At the beginning of the year, classroom observations
were carried out to target S2 and S3 students for
the English Small Group Support Programs. With
the aim of boosting their learning attitude, motivation
and self-esteem, an interactive and dynamic learning
environment was created to encourage students to try,
in the English Small Group. 20 students were selected
as mentees to provide individual mentoring support.
While the English Small Group Support and Individual
Mentoring focused on junior form, the School-based
Programs targeting the senior form was also carried
out. School-based Programs, namely Dream Pursuing
Project and English Ambassador Program were
implemented in order to empower a group of student
leaders and inspire students to fulfill their aspirations.

Individual Mentoring Session to help exploring student interest
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There have been plenty of success stories. With a focus
on mentoring relationship, a trusting bond was forged
between students and Program Mentors. A safe and
nurturing learning environment was created in English
Small Group support. Students were more expressive
and willing to learn. In individual mentoring, many of them
found a better sense of direction and aspired to be, for
instance, an actor, basketball coach, social worker or
programmer. For the School-based Programs, students
were empowered and more confident in presenting their
points of view. Overall, students have shown positive
changes in their learning attitude, learning motivation and
self-esteem.

Students cooked mexican food in English
Ambassador Program

Program Mentor built strong rapport with students
through individual mentoring session

School Programs 2017-2018
Total Number of Students in School : 579
Forms of
students
reached

Intervention Strategies

Impact on School
A strong bond was formed with teachers in school to
collaborate and sustain the program, especially in the two
School-based Programs, i.e., the English Ambassador
Program and Dream Pursuing Project. With the support
from the English Department and Life and Career
Planning Department, a nurturing environment was
created to empower the students to act. Feedback
and new ideas were provided to adapt and improve the
program throughout the year. Following the success
of first year, Program Mentors consolidated valuable
experiences and shared with teachers to provide insight
on how to inspire positive change in students. With the
strong foundation laid with teachers, the program will
continuously evolve to broaden and deepen the impact
on students.

●
●
School-based Activities

●

Career Ambassador : to identify students’ career path and future goals
English Ambassador Program : to enhance English learning atmosphere and promote
learning interest
PwC Student Mentoring Scheme : to provide students unique mentoring experience with
PwC professionals

S4, S5

Learning Support
Sessions

●
●

In-class English small group learning support
Lesson 7 English learning support group

S2, S3

Individual Mentorship

●
●

Structured mentorship : individual mentoring
S.6 small group or individual mentoring

S2, S3, S6

Annual Report 2017-18
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SCHOOL REPORTS
Second Year School Project

Program Mentors: Jessica Chui, Jason Leung

“Before S4, I had a very low confidence in learning and
I would not speak English during class. However, I am
more attentive in class now. I want to study engineering at
university. I want to look at the bright side of my life, instead
of focusing the negative side. “

Percentage of Students Served Who Showed
Positive Change
Self-Esteem

- S4 student,

Learning
Attitude

HKTA The Yuen Yuen Institute No.1 Secondary School

“The open class on TUF Dynamic Learning Experience
inspired teachers of the possibility of including life education
elements in a regular English class. The Program Mentors’
sharing and explanation on the teaching package helps
teachers to put them in practice. Both teachers and students
benefited as teachers took initiative to implement some of the
dynamic elements in to their English classes.”

Motivation

31%
80%
59%
75%
48%
75%

Students served (%)
Mentees served (%)

- English teacher,
HKTA The Yuen Yuen Institute No.1 Secondary School

Board to Broad x English Cafe

Project Overview

Project Outcomes

TUF coutinued its project at HKTA The Yuen Yuen
Institute No.1 Secondary School (YYS) in 2017-2018 to
provide a wide range of dynamic learning experiences
to students with diverse learning abilities. Intervention
strategies with three tiers, including Individual
Mentoring, English Small Group Support and Schoolbased Activities, have been successfully implemented.

Impacts on Students

Building upon the accomplishments from the previous
year, Program Mentors continued to apply small
groups and individual structured mentoring to enhance
students’ learning attitude, self-esteem and motivation
to learn. Through strengthened collaboration with
teachers, Program Mentors provided students from
S2 and S4 with an encouraging learning environment
by English Small Group Support in both in-class,
lunchtime and after-school. Additionally, individuals
with extra learning and developmental needs were
selected and provided with regular individual support.
Tailor-made mentoring plans are developed and
various opportunities as well as exposure are offered
to support the growth of individual mentees.
Five school-based programs, Dream Pursuing Project,
Board to Broad x English Café, Walk with Me Peer
Mentoring Scheme, English Explorer: Door to the
World and YY1 Gas Station, were introduced and
implemented to discover students’ potentials and
possibilities of their future, strengthen their problem
solving and communication skills, enhance their
confidence by empowering them to be peer mentors,
broaden students’ horizon and boost their confidence
in speaking English respectively.
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Through the trusting relationship built with students, the
program has yielded encouraging results. Based on
the data collected from Program Mentors, students and
teachers, targeted students have showed distinctive
improvements in learning attitude, learning motivation
and self-esteem. With the structured individual
mentoring, mentees have a better self-understanding
and a clearer direction for future. Students are found to
be more committed in class activities, more confident
in themselves as well as more willing to challenge
themselves by participating in different activities and
take up different roles. The school-based activities also
provided opportunities for students to explore their
potentials and broaden their exposure, they become
more motivated and confident in learning and pursuing
their aspirations.

Program mentors and their mentees at TUF event

Walk with Me Peer Mentoring Scheme

Walk with Me Peer Mentoring Scheme

School Programs 2017-2018
Total Number of Students in School : 690
Intervention Strategies

Impact on School
Following the success in first year in YYS, the school
and the teachers has recognized the improvements
of students and the effectiveness of TUF approach.
As a result, the school is more willing to sustain TUF
programs and methodologies. The English Department
will continue the English Board Game Café twice a
week during lunch time. Moreover, Walk with Me Peer
Mentoring Program will be extended to the entire S.1,
which will be sustained by the Guidance Team. Parts
of the Dream Pursuing Project will also be incorporated
into the Life Education Lesson of YYS to target and
cater needs of a wider audience. With the recognition
and commitment of the school, TUF values and
program and impact can be well sustained in YYS.

School-based Activities

Learning Support
Sessions

Individual Mentorship

Forms of
students
reached

●
●
●
●
●

Board to Broad x English Café : Lunch time board game sessions
Dream Pursuing Project : Career Guidance Workshop
Walk with Me : Peer mentoring Scheme
English Explorer:Door to the World : English Culture Exchange with Professionals
YY1 Gas Station : English Dynamic Learning Experience

S1 – S6

●
●

In-class English small group learning support
Lunch time/After-school English learning and mentoring groups

S2, S4

●

Structured mentorship : Individual mentoring

●

Individual Contacts : with non-mentees

S2 – S5

Annual Report 2017-18
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SCHOOL REPORTS
First Year School Project

Program Mentors : Francis Kwan, April Yip
students’ strengths and potentials, and strengthened their
confidence on the effectiveness of TUF programs.
It is believed that the effect of TUF program can be
magnified for the next year with more collaboration with
teachers and the revised implementation plan, which
is based on this year observation, data analysis and
teachers’ constructive feedback.

Percentage of Students Served Who Showed
Positive Change
Self-Esteem
Learning
Attitude

72%
77%
61%
86%
36%

‘’Although my English capability now is still far from my
expectation, with Miss April’s patience and effort, I know
certainly that I improved a lot. Now, I am confident enough to
speak in English and apply what I learnt.’’

Students served (%)

- S4 student,

Mentees served (%)

PAOC Ka Chi Secondary School

Motivation

64%

‘’The two Program Mentors made good use of spare time,
such as recess, lunchtime and after school, to mentor
students with different approaches like board games. The
good rapport built between mentors and students can bring
positive impacts on students.’’

Dream Pursuing Day 2018

- S.2, S.4 Form Guidance Teacher,
PAOC Ka Chi Secondary School

Project Outcomes
Impacts on Students
Based on qualitative and quantitative analysis, it is shown
that 3-tiers of activities implemented in school positively
impacted students in three key aspects - self-esteem,
learning attitude and learning motivation. The impacts
of individual mentoring to students are most significant
among all tiers.

Individual Mentoring

Project Overview
In the project's first year, students were targeted
based on their learning motivation, learning attitude
and self-esteem. Selection approaches include class
observation, teachers’ referrals and communications
with students during recess, lunchtime and after
school. Students were served through 3-tier activities
implemented in PAOC Ka Chi Secondary School (KCS),
including school based activities Dream Pursuing
Project and English Buddies, In-class and lunchtime
English Small Group Support and Individual Mentoring.
The data collected from on-going online tracking
system indicates that all TUF programs have brought
positive impacts in students’ learning attitude, selfesteem and learning motivation.
013
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In individual mentoring, regular individual mentoring
sessions to each mentee were held by Program Mentors,
with the use of tailor-made plans and mentoring tools.
These suggest that the stronger rapport built between
mentors and mentees and the more often adjusted
intervention strategies could pose more significant benefit
on students. The other two tier activities also contributed
in magnifying the number of students served.

Dream Pursuing Project

English In-class Small Group Support

Impact on School
With kindness and support gained from school, Program
Mentors were also provided with various platforms to
engage with students, and most importantly, teachers.
The opportunities allowed Program Mentors to share
TUF vision and mission with different teachers, and vice
versa. Program Mentors took the channels to learn from
school, as well as integrate TUF values and mentoring
approaches into school regular plans.
Some mentees’ positive changes due to the application
of mentoring and teaching strategies brought inspiration
to some teachers, which helped teachers discover the

Student MC in TUF 7th Anniversary Celebration Dinner

School Programs 2017-2018
Total Number of Students in School : 538

Forms of
students
reached

Intervention Strategies

School-based Activities

●
●

Dream Pursuing Project : to guide students on self-understanding and goal-setting.
English Buddies : to enable students learn English with fun and ease, and meanwhile,
sufficient for their developmental needs, through diverse activities.

Learning Support
Sessions

●
●

In-class English small group support
Lunchtime English small group support

S2, S4

Individual Mentorship

●

Individual mentoring

S2, S4

S1 – S4
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SCHOOL REPORTS
First Year School Project

Program Mentors : Patricia Chan, Hayley Kwok, Gigi Lung

“Thanks to the strong support from my mentor, I have done
a lot of things I never thought I could accomplish. Now, I am
more courageous and proactive to accept new challenges
ahead and learn.”
- S3 student,
Tack Ching Girls’ Secondary School

“Program Mentors have very positive impacts on students
as they act as companions to lonely teenagers. Especially,
they have inspired tremendous positive changes in students’
attitude towards life goals. We would like to spread this
impact to a larger group of audience to enlarge and maximize
the benefits.”
- English teacher,
Tack Ching Girls’ Secondary School

English Small Group Support activity: Travel around
Hong Kong

Percentage of Students Served Who Showed
Positive Change
Self-Esteem
Learning
Attitude
Dream Pursuing Project

Project Overview

Project Outcomes

Tack Ching Girls’ Secondary School (TCGSS) aims to
provide a supportive environment for the personal and
academic growth of students. To support the school’s
current approach, TUF provides a 3-tier intervention
model, a dynamic and engaging learning platform, which
aims to broaden students’ exposure, enhance their selfesteem, learning motivation and learning attitude.

Impacts on Students

“Dream Pursuing Project” and the “Walk with Me”
mentoring program are two school-based projects that
have broadened students’ horizons, helping students
to gain life aspiration and to establish positive learning
attitudes and life values. Through TUF’s English
mentoring approach in English small group, students
have shown a significant increase in enthusiasm and
confidence for learning. A strong rapport was built
between students and Program Mentors in structural
mentorship. Together, students developed a stronger
sense of identity and attained a more positive prospect
of their lives.

Students put up their reflection on blackboard in
a Dream Pursuing Project workshop.
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English Small Group Support activity:
Speed Dating

Teach Unlimited Foundation Limited

Students have shown positive changes in learning
attitude, motivation and self-esteem. Notably, significant
impact on self-esteem can be observed in mentees. With
support from mentors, students have built a more positive
self-image: they actively take initiative to realize their life
goals. English small group has created a positive and
dynamic learning environment tailored to students’ needs.
In particular, students coming from the weaker English
ability groups are motivated to participate and learn
actively. Participants in school-based projects developed
a stronger sense of accomplishment: they gained
valuable perspectives and inspiration as they engaged in
diverse activities and experiences provided.

Motivation
TUF x Credit Suisse “Girls Go Tech”: Students learnt how to
code using Micro:bit with the guidance from Credit Suisse
volunteers.

Mini Human Library: Theme - “Pursue your
dream courageously”

80%
71%
75%
60%
55%

Students served (%)
Mentees served (%)

Mentees at Jockey Club Teach Unlimited
"Walk with Youth" Mentorship Programme Launch Ceremony

School Programs 2017-2018
Total Number of Students in School : 900

Impact on School
Using a dynamic personalized mentorship
approach, TUF has helped cultivate a positive
learning environment in TCGSS to support student
development. Personalized TUF materials tailoring to
students’ needs are designed through actively seeking
and receiving feedback from teachers: effective
learning materials and tools are shared to teachers
and demonstrated in observed classes. What is more,
Program Mentors consistently initiated discussion
and sharing with teachers regarding students’ affairs,
which also opens new perspectives for teachers to see
students’ issue from a mentoring perspective.

64%

Forms of
students
reached

Intervention Strategies

●
School-based Activities

●

Dream Pursuing Project (DPP) : to support students in identifying their aspiration in life;
develop ability to better articulate how they wish to achieve their life and career goals.
“Walk with Me” mentoring : to provide inspiration for students; to cultivate their values of
“Love” and “Life” through video production; develop their sense of achievement.

S3 – S5

Learning Support
Sessions

●
●

English in-class small group learning support
English lunchtime learning and mentoring groups

S3, S5

Individual Mentorship

●

Structured mentorship: individual mentoring

S3 – S5
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SCHOOL REPORTS
First Year School Project

Program Mentors : Sonia Lui, Cherry Tong

and school management have shown interest and
commitment towards our collaboration in the coming
year, including school-based activities and other
intervention strategies.
“I would like to be a pastry chef in the future. I had a chance
to make dessert with Ms Cherry. I have learnt that a good
pastry could not be sloppy; everything has to be precise. With
Program Mentors' support, I started to plan for my future and
found ways to pursue it step by step.”
- S4 student,
TWGHs Kwok Yat Wai College

“The two Program Mentors established good relationship
with students. It helps relieving the tension between teachers
and students. Because of the packed study schedule and
homework, students felt stressed. Yet, they were more
relaxed after talking with the two Program Mentors in
mentoring sessions. Moreover, the Program Mentors offered
different opportunities to students to have more exposure to
the society.”
- English teacher,
TWGHs Kwok Yat Wai College

Percentage of Students Served Who Showed
Positive Change
Self-Esteem
Learning
Attitude
Motivation

Students performed confidently a short drama about
Recycling to kindergarten kids

Students explored cooking method and tasted red tea
from different countries

Project Overview

Project Outcomes

Through class observation and communication with
teachers, Program Mentors identified students in
TWGHs Kwok Yat Wai College (KYW) with weaker selfesteem, learning motivation and attitude. In view of that,
the Program Mentors aimed to provide a wide range
of dynamic learning experiences as well as individual
tailored support to students with diverse learning
abilities. The 3-tier intervention model was introduced
to discover students’ potentials and possibilities of
their future, empower students to be leaders, broaden
students’ horizon, enhance their interest in English and
boost their confidence in speaking English.

Impacts on Students
Based on the data collected from Program
Mentors, students and teachers, targeted students
have shown improvement in learning attitude,
motivation and self-esteem. The school-based
activities provided opportunities for students
to explore their potentials and broaden their
exposure, such as drama and Dream Pursuing
Day students. became more motivated and
confident in learning and pursuing their goals. In
English small group support, students were found
to be more engaged in class activities and more
willing to express their ideas. Furthermore, by
offering structured individual mentoring, mentees
had a better self-understanding, were able to
set achievable goals and gained successful
experiences which boosted their self-esteem.

Students stepped out of their comfort zone and tried to talk
with foreigners in the airport

Students wrote down their dream on their own "aeroplane"

Students had fun playing different board games while some
wrote down their Christmas wishes on the board
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85%
64%
90%
42%
80%

Students served (%)
Mentees served (%)

Students enjoyed leanning English through board games.
They gained more confidence in speaking English

School Programs 2017-2018
Total Number of Students in School : 595
Forms of
students
reached

Intervention Strategies

●

Impact on School
During the first year of the TUF program in KYW,
Program Mentors sought opportunities to share
TUF elements, teaching activities and mentoring
tools with different teachers. Teachers have seen
some positive impacts on students, that teachers
can observe improvements in learning attitude and
motivation among students. Particularly, teachers
found that students were more respectful to
teachers and proactive in classes. Both teachers

62%

School-based Activities

●
●

Dream Pursuing Project (DPP) : to arouse students’ self-awareness, explore students’
possibilities in future planning and encourage students setting goals
English Ambassador : to develop students’ leadership skill and arouse students’ interest in
English under different context
Project Learning & Explore Hong Kong : to enhance students’ confidence in communicating
with others and enhance students’ interest in English under different context

S2, S4

Learning Support
Sessions

●
●

In-class English small group learning support though dynamics learning experience
Lunchtime English learning through broad games

S2, S4

Individual Mentorship

●

Structured mentorship – small group and individual mentoring

S2, S4
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SCHOOL REPORTS
First Year School Project

Program Mentors: Virpal Kaur, Mickey Wong

“After helping introduce the school program at TUF event,
I realized that I am more courageous. In the past, I was
not willing to interact with others but after the experience, I
started interacting with others more.”

Percentage of Students Served Who Showed
Positive Change
Self-Esteem

- S3 student,
TWGHs Yau Tze Tin Memorial College

“Due to Mr. Mickey’s perseverance towards me, I started
to be more hard-working. I want my parents, especially my
father to know, he has a tremendous son, I do not want
others to see me as someone who seldom put his words into
actions. I am very determined, so I dare to say, I will get into
university. I will realize what I said! Just see me succeed.”

Learning
Attitude
Motivation

66%
57%
66%
81%
45%
57%

Students served (%)
Mentees served (%)

- S3 student,
TWGHs Yau Tze Tin Memorial College

English Small Group Support activity : Jenga

Project Overview

Project Outcomes

Following the three-tier framework, the project comprised
of school based activities, English small group support
and individual mentoring. The targeted forms were S.3
and S.5 students.

Impacts on Students

For school based activities, the Dream Pursuing Project
was implemented for the targeted forms. A group
mentoring approach was adopted in order to guide
students through four stages: self-understanding, career
exploration, dream pursuing and dream realization.
Students had different exposures including university visit
and dream pursuing day.
Other school based activities targeted students from
across forms. In the English Café, students learned
English through playing board games. Visible Values
aimed at enabling students with low self-esteem
to express themselves and illustrate school values
through art.
English small group aimed at using personalized dynamic
learning experiences based on students’ needs to arouse
interest and enforce a positive English learning attitude.
The crux of the program is mentoring and individualized
mentoring sessions were also held with students.

Students at the "bank" in the Dream Pursuing Day
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Life Wide Learning Day : reading clues in English for next task

Teach Unlimited Foundation Limited

Students have shown improvement in developmental
outcomes namely learning attitude, learning motivation,
and self-esteem. Students especially mentees are
more self-aware, they are able to recognize their
strengths through discovering for themselves from given
opportunities. Moreover, they become more mindful of
learning habits. Through English small group support and
English Café, students engage during classes through
the use of games and topics of interest. They thus are
more willing to speak and learn English. Through the
dream pursuing project, students are more aware on the
possibilities for their future. Ultimately, there are changes
in students’ mindsets and actions when supported by
Program Mentors.

Students played board games at English Café

Students prepared gift box during Visible Values
session

School Programs 2017-2018
Total Number of Students in School : 600
Intervention Strategies

Forms of
students
reached

Impact on School
The English Café has been an addition to the school
culture, a safe environment for students to learn while
playing. Teachers have also become more aware of
students and their needs through the sharing of Program
Mentors’ experiences and students’ stories. The school
equipped mentors with constant guidance and support to
enable the effectiveness of the program. Teachers also
co-planned some activities and modules with mentors
to give students an all rounded and tailored learning
experience. The collaboration is aimed at sustaining in
the coming year and laying the ground for the school for
the third year onwards.

●

Group mentoring approach adopted : Group mentoring approach adopted

●

English Café : Creation of a safe English learning environment

●

Visible values : Use of art to enhance social skills and self-esteem of students

Learning Support
Sessions

●
●

In-class English small group learning support
After-school English enhancement groups

S3, S5

Individual Mentorship

●

Structured mentorship : individual mentoring

S3, S5

School-based Activities

S2 – S5
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Dream Pursuing Day

Board Game Fun Day

Dream Pursuing Project (DPP) is one of TUF’s flagship
projects that is carried out in all Partner Schools. It
is the second year of us launching the cross-school
Dream Pursuing Day. Building upon the success and
the impacts from last year, we fine-tuned the design
of the event and aimed to provide students with
experiential learning based on the unique Multiple
Intelligence framework(Gardner, 1983), students
recognized in DPP workshop prior to the cross school
event. We also included a wider variety of professions
across different fields, such as barista and YouTuber,
which were proposed by students.
On 3 March 2018, more than 150 students from 10
current and former Partner Schools, as well as 65
volunteers including teachers, helpers and Human
Library speakers, attended our 2nd Dream Pursuing
Day held at HKTA The Yuen Yuen Institute No.1
Secondary School.

Joint-school Board Game Fun Day, a TUF flagship
programme, was successfully held on 3 July 2018
This project aims to enhance students’ social skills
while playing, and empower students to be leaders via
leading various board games. More than 90 students
came from 6 TUF Partner Schools gather at HKSKH
Bishop Hall Secondany School playing 4 different
board games (including Criminal Dance, Hands Up!,
Anomia and For Sale). Moreover, we developed some
student leaders to lead the games. Gratefully, with
the aids of volunteers as facilitators assisting student
leaders to hold game sessions, students gained more
insights throughout the event.

Life-Simulation
In the morning, students participated in a life simulation
game where they had real life experiences such as
studying in Universities, working as a social worker, a
nurse or an insurance agent etc., as well as making
friends and relaxing by doing sports or other activities.
To provide opportunities for students to realize and
exercise their potentials, each student was given
one out of the eight Multiple Intelligence (Gardner,

1983) cards at the beginning of the game based on
their result of the Multiple Intelligence Assessment
they completed prior to the event. With their unique
intelligence, they can earn bonus or enjoy certain
benefits in tasks related to the particular intelligence.
Students are able to learn and gain other Multiple
Intelligence cards if they achieved certain requirements
throughout the game.

The fun easy-to-follow strategic or reactive games
successfully raised students’ interest and
proactiveness. Students enjoyed and were highly
engaged in the games, and showed appreciation to
the chance of playing, communicating and cooperating
with students from different Partner Schools. We
encouraged students to give away mini awards,
such as the best smile award and the best observer,
to their group members in the form of stickers. The
act did help facilitate students’ positive interaction.
Some students even overcame fear and attempted to
make conversation with volunteers who spoke only
in English during game sessions. The smiley faces
shown on faces also told us how much they loved
the day. From volunteers’ feedback, it was found that
they appreciated a lot playing fun board games with
students, as they found it a precious opportunity to get
along with youngsters in Hong Kong. More importantly,
they now have more understanding on how teenagers
think in today’s society.
This year, Board Game Fun Day was well organized
and successful. In the future, we believe we could
further magnify our help and explore ways to serve
more students. We look forward to next year playing
board games together with students again!

Human Library
20 speakers from various professions are invited to
share their dream pursuing journey and professional
experiences with our students. A broad range of
professions were included with students’ choice of
career interest taken into consideration. Student
understood more about the professions they are
interested in and are encouraged by our speakers that
there are possibilities in themselves!
Gardner, H. (1983). Frames of mind: The theory of multiple
intelligences. NY: Basics.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

Our Team

For the period from 1st August 2017 to 31st July 2018

Sources of Donation
Individuals
2%
Corporations
25%
Our Team with Professor Lee Wing On, Guest of Honour of TUF 7th Anniversary Celebration Dinner

Trusts & Foundations
73%

Board of Directors

Program Mentors

Management

Roger Ng,

Jessica Chui

Alice Chow

PhD, FHKITA, HMCTES, CText,
FTI BSc (Caltech), MA (CUHK), MA
(CUHK), PhD (PolyU)
Chairperson

HKD 4.55 Million

Maria Lee Cheng
Vice Chairperson

Tom Hung

Program Executive

Sharon Chine

Peter Chow

Cherry Tong

Simon Chan

Mickey Wong

Tony Wong

April Yip

Peter Lai, EdD
Catherine K.K. Chan, PhD

(since Dec 2017)

Program Executive
Financial Controller

Ida Yip
Tim Yip

Honorary Advisors

Professor Cheng Yin Cheong
B.Sc., Dip.Ed., M.A., Ed.M., Ed.D

HKD 4.53 Million

Christy Lee

Sonia Lui

Justina Law

Service/Program
92%

Program Manager

Rosanna Chu

Head Coach

Fundraising
1%

Hayley Kwok

Sandra Asnani

Chloe Chan

Honorary Treasurer

Administration
7%

Francis Kwan

Executive Director

Jason Leung

Honorary Secretary

Outgoings

Virpal Kaur

Professor Nelson Chow Wing Sun
Ph.D., MBE, SBS, JP

Robert Chung Ting Yiu
Ph.D

Honorary Advisor on Compliance

Bridget Yu,

FCCA, FCPA, B.Sc., LL.B., LL.M

Program Advisor

Yu Wing (Brad) Chan
B.Ed., M.Sc.

Yeung Sum

Ph.D., SBS, JP

Honorary Legal Advisor
Walter Lee,

LL.B., LL.M, M.C.I. Arb.
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DonorS Acknowledgement

Partners and Supporters

Jockey Club Teach Unlimited
“Walk with Youth” Mentorship Programme

Former Partner Schools

The Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust

Foundations and Corporate Donors
Aberdeen Asset Management Charitable Foundation
Anfield Hearts Foundation
Cisco Systems HK Limited
Consilience Consulting
EMpower
Fitzroy Philanthropic Fund
Fu Tak Iam Foundation Limited
The PCD Charitable Trust
PricewaterhouseCoopers Foundation
UBS Group AG
Wiseberg Project Management Co. Ltd.

Individual Contributors
Chow Pok Yu
Chui Ting Wan, Hencock
John Cock
Rosanna Chu
Justina Law
Frances Lee
Tang Kwok Leung
Private Donors
And THANK YOU to all other Donors not listed here!

AD&FD POHL Leung Sing Tak College (2011-2013)
Caritas Fanling Chan Chun Ha Secondary School (2012-2014)
Lok Sin Tong Wong Chung Ming Secondary School (2012-2014)
Caritas Yuen Long Chan Chun Ha Secondary School (2013-2015)
Maryknoll Secondary School (2013-2015)
Tsang Pik Shan Secondary School (2014-2016)
TWGHs Yow Kam Yuen College (2014-2016)
The HKSYC&IA Chan Nam Chong Memorial College (2015-2017)
St. Francis of Assisi’s College (2015-2017)

Professional Training Support

Other Supporters

Addi Chung
Amelia Tsang
Angela Lai
Annie Chan
Brad Chan
Catus Lee
Zensiblo Consulting Limited
Cherry Wong
Edmund Kong
Ewa Wilkinson
Infinity Education
Janet Chan
Mark Leung
Matthew Chu
Ryan Ngai
Sammi Wong
Winky Mok

Guest Speakers

Corporate Social
Responsibility Partners
Cisco Systems (HK) Limited
Credit Suisse (Hong Kong) Limited
EMpower
Fitzroy Philanthropic Fund
Morgan Stanley Hong Kong
PricewaterhouseCoopers Hong Kong
South China Morning Post
Telstra (Hong Kong – TMH Office)
UBS Hong Kong
Vitasoy International Holdings Limited

Special Thanks
China Green Group of Companies
P.L.Au & Co.
Auditor
Professor Lee Wing On
Luna Tan
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Anna Kong
Crystal Leung
Diana Chow
Fred Chan
Fred Chung
Ho Nam
Jessica Mok
Jimmy Ling
Joseli Cheung
Karen Chan
Keith Lam
Kenneth Lam
Laurence Lai
Melody Lo
Queenie Yuen
Rain Ng
Sadonna Lau
Sharon Chine
Walter Lau
Winnie Yuen

Administration and Marketing
A-World Consulting Limited
Albert Kwong
The Education University of Hong Kong
Hong Kong Institute of Vocational Education
Anna Lee
Carrisa Kwan
Karina Tsou
Margaret Wong
Patricia Archutowski
Peggy Lau
Priscilla Lee
Sheryl So
Thomas Kelly

And thank you to all other Volunteers not listed
here, including mentors from various companies,
helpers of Dream Pursuing Day and Board Game
Fun Day!
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